Automatic Entrance Systems

7600 Series
ICU DOOR SYSTEM
105 degree Hold Open Closer - When
swing door panel is pushed past 105
degrees, the door panel will stay open in
either direction allowing for easy access
and hands-free operation.

ICU Door Handles The 7600 Series
ICU door package
provides three
easy-to-use
ICU door handles
on the bi-fold
panels and a push
bar on the
swing door.

Adjustable Bottom Pivots (both sides) - Offered on
both sides of the 7600 Series ICU door package, the
adjustable bottom pivots allow the door panels to be
correctly altered to allow for changes in floor height
or floor type (carpet / tile / etc.) and allows them to
level doors.

Top Door Guide - Track follows the inside header
and guides bi-fold panels. When released
enables full-breakout in either direction.

Flush Bolt - Located
on the end stile of
the bi-fold door, the
flush bolt is used to
quickly and easily
release and connect
the top door guide
during times of
full-breakout.

Grounding Strap - Provided between the two bi-fold
panels, the grounding strap eliminates static
build-up and ensures safe operation of hospital
professionals at all times of the day.

Designed to meet the needs of the hospital intensive care and cardiac care units (ICU/CCU). This product has been engineered for use in intensive care units and cardiac care
units in hospital facilities. Exciting features include; easy-to-use manual bi-fold and manual swing door in a sleek, single-header package, wide clear door opening, easy, trackless,
bi-directional egress of equipment and hospital beds, and narrow header thickness.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
PACKAGE WIDTH

"FS" PANEL
"SWING" PANEL
"FX" PANEL

4.5”

PACKAGE HEIGHT

HORIZONTAL SECTION

Package Size*

Door packages are custom manufactured to fit your requirements
Header Size:
1.75” X 4.5”
Package Height Range: Minimum 90” (7ft 6in), Maximum 96” (8 ft)
Package Width Range:
Minimum 84” (7ft), Maximum 120” (10 feet)
Typical Package:
84” (7ft) will offer 64” (5ft 4in) Clear Door Opening

FOLD IN
RIGHT HAND

FOLD IN
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RIGHT HAND
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Clear Door Opening**

Swing Door Choices

7 foot (84”)

63 3/4”

36” (standard)
42” (standard)
48” (standard)

8 foot (96”)

75 3/4”

36” (standard)

9 foot (108”)

87 3/4”

42” (standard)
48” (optional)

10 foot (120”)

99 3/4”

48” ( standard)
(can be used on any size)

42” (standard)
48” (standard)

* Minimum package size width 7ft. - Maximum package size width 10ft.
** Clear Door Opening is calculated as the following: CDO = package width - 20 1/4”
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